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Abstract
In this paper we present a.n efficient pa.ra.Ilel algorithm. for polygon tria.ngu.Ia.tion. The algo--
rithm we present runs in O(logn) time using D(n) processors, which is optimal if the polygon is
allowed to contain holes. This improves the previous parallel complexity bounds for this problem
by a log n factor. If we are also given a trapezoidal decomposition of the polygon as input, then
we can triangulate the polygon in O(logn) time using only O(n/logn} processors. This imme-
diately implies that we can triangulate a monotone polygon in O(logn) time using D{n/logn)
processors, which is optimal All of our results are for the CREW PRAM computational model
Keywords. Pa.ral.lel algorithms, computational geometry, polygon triangulation, trapezoidal
decomposition.
1 Introduction
The polygon triangulation problem is the reUewing: we are given an n-vertex simple polygon P,
which may contain holes, and wish to augment P with diagonal edges so that each interior face of
the resulting subdivision is a triangle (see Figure 1). This problem arises in many applications, in-
cluding computer graphics, image analysis, and robotics (see [22,25]). Guibas et al. [20] have shown
that several problems, including shortest paths in a polygon, visibility in a polygon, hierarchical
decomposition of a polygon, and the "convex ropes" of a polygon, are all linear-time reducible to
polygon triangulation. The most efficient sequential algorithms for polygon triangulation are (i) an
algorithm by Chazelle and Incerpi [9], which runs in O(n log s) time, where s measures the sinuosity
-This research w:u supported by the Office of Naval Research under Grants NOOOl4-84-K·0502 and NOOOl4-86--K.
0689, and the National Science Foundation under Grant DCR-84-51393, with mat.e.hing funds from AT&T.
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Figure 1: The polygon triangulation problem...
of the polygon, ie., the number of times the polygon alternates between spirals of opposite orien-
tation, and (ii) an algorithm by Tarjan and Van Wyk [28], which runs in O(nloglogn) time. In
addition, it is well kno~, from the work of Fournier and Montuno [161. that polygon triangulation
is linear-time reducible to trapezoidal decomposition. In the trapezoidal decomposition problem
we wish to augment a polygon P with vertical line segments interior to P such that each segment
passes through a vertex and the set of segments partitions the interior of P into trapezoids.
Since polygon triangulation has so many applications, it is natural that we wish to solve it as
fast as possible. We seem to be at the limit of what can be achieved by sequential processing,
however. Thw, we are interested in exploring wha.t kinds of speed-ups can be a.chieved through
parallel processing. More precisely, we are interested in minimizing the product TP, where T is
the time and P is the number of processors used by the algorithm.. Given that the product TP
is as sma.ll as possible then our secondary goal is to minimize T. H the product TP matches the
sequential lower bound for a problem, then we say that the algorithm is optimlJ~ since a single
processor can simulate the algorithm in O(TP) time. The parallel model we choose for this work
is the Concurrent-Read, Exclusive-Write Parallel RAM (or CREW PRAM:)' Recall that this is
the synchronous parallel model in which processors share a common memory which allows for
concurrent reads from any memory location, but no two processors may simultaneously write to
the same location.
There a.re a. number of algorithmic techniques which have proven useful for computational
geometry problems in this model [1,2,5,6,7,lO,14,15,18,19,23,30J. One technique, as presented in
[1,2,6,7,19], is a variation on the divide-and-conquer paradigm. As opposed to simply dividing a
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problem into a small number of subproblems, the idea here is to divide it into many subproblems,
say into ..;n problems of size O(y'n) each. One then solves each subproblem recursively in par-
allel, and merges all the subproblems quickly in parallel (say in O(logn) time). This many-way
divide-and-eonquer technique can often be used in conjunction with another fundamental parallel
technique, which we call sequential subsets, in which we <lstop~ the recursion early (say when the
subproblems are all of size O(1ogn)) and solve all the subproblems sequentially, one processor per
subproblem :8,12]. This often results in a savings in the processor bounds (usually by a factor of
logn or log: n).
Another technique which is fundamental to this area is the parallel prejiz technique. This
technique makes use of the "recursive doubling""' paradigm [29] to solve the following problem: given
a list (aI, a2, ... ,an) of integers compute all the prefix sums Ci: = ~f=l 4;, for k E {I, 2, ... , n}.
This can be done in O(logn) time using O(n/logn) processors. (See [21] for details.) There are
a host of problems that can be reduced to the parallel prefix problem, or at least need a parallel
prefix computation to be solved as a subroutine.
The previous parallel algorithm for polygon triangulation runs in 0(log2 n) time using O(n)
processors in the CREW PRAM model [11. In this paper we present a parallel algorithm for
polygon triangulation which runs in O(logn) time using O(n) processors in the" CREW PRAM
model. These bounds are optimal if the polygon is allowed to contain holes, since, as Asano, Asano
and Pinter have shown [3J. polygon triangulation has a sequential lower bound of O(n logn) in this
case. We divide our polygon triangulation procedure into three phases, each of which decomposes
the polygon into subpolygons which have a "simpler" structure than the polygons in the previous
phase. With the exception of the first step of the first phase, which is trapezoidal decomposition, our
algorit.hm runs in O(log n) time using only O(n/ log n) processors. This provides a parallel analog
of the sequential linear-time reduction of triangulation to trapezoidal decomposition by Fournier
and Montuno [16), since our reduction has a linear T P product. (We have recently discovered that
Aggarwal et ~ improved their triangulation algorithm in the final version of their paper [2] so that
it runs faster given the polygon's trapezoidal decomposition. Their method runs in O(1og n) t.ime
using O(n) processors, which is still a log n factor from our T P product. We have also learned that
Yap [3D! has a parallel triangulation method which runs in these bounds and makes two calls to
trapezoidal decomposition.)
We use the parallel prefix and sequential subsets techniques in each of the three phases. In
fact, we use a generalized version of the sequential subsets technique, in which there can be a large
number of differing sized "small" subproblems (possibly even O(n) of them). In the most difficult
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phase, Phase 2, we a.lso make use of the many-way divide-and-conquer technique. We do not apply
it in the standard way, however, for that would not result in an efficient processor bound. Instead,
we "pipeline" the sequential subseUl paradigm through every recursive call (not just the last one),
and use a parallel data structure, which we call the HQ-tree [18 ,19], to aid us in quickly merging
subproblem solutions.
We present some preliminary definitions and observations in Section 2, including the introduc-
tion of the Hq-tree data structure and an overview of our triangulation algorithm. In Sections 3,
4, and 5 we present phases 1, 2, and 3, respectively, of our triangulation algorithm.
2 Preliminaries
We make some definitions and observations we will be using throughout this paper. If p is a point
in the plane, then we let x(P) and yep) denote the :1:- and y-coordinate of p, respectively. Let
C = (VI, V2, .•• , vn) be a. simple polygonal chain. The convex hull of C is defined. to be the smallest
convex region containing C. We let CH(C) denote the vertices of C which are on the boundary
of the convex hull of C listed in clockwise order. The list CH(C) can be decomposed. into two
.ublists LH(C) and UH(C), where LH(C) (resp. UH(C)) denote. the maximal .ubch.in C' of
CH(C) such that all the vertices of C are either on or above (resp. below) C ' , relative to some
y-axis. We call LH(C) the lower hull of C and UH(C) the upper hull of C. If there is a line L
such that every line perpendicular to L intersects C in at most one point, then we say that C is
monotone with respect to L. The chain C is convex if C can be made into a convex polygon by
adding the edge VnVl' We say that C is a lower-hemispheric chain (resp., an u.pper·hemispheric
chain) if C = LH(C) (resp., C = UH(C». Note that if C is a hemispheric chain, then it must be
convex and monotone with respect to the x-axis. Intuitively, C is lower-hemispheric if one always
make "'left tUl'IlS" when traversing C from left to right, and upper-hemispheric if one always makes
"right turns."
Let B be a binary tree. We define the height of B, denoted height(B), to be the length of the
longest lea.f-to-root path in B. Let:t" be aleaf-to-root path. We say that a node v belongs to the
left /n·nge (resp. right In·nge) of:t" if v is not on :t" and is the left child (resp. right child) of a node
on :t".
The HQ-tree is a data structure which can be used to efficiently manipulate hemispheric chains
in parallel. Let C = (VI, V2, •.. ,vn) be a convex chain monotone with respect to the x-axis. Without
loss of generality, we assume that x(vd < x(Vi+1) and that C is an upper-hemispheric chain. We
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Figure 2: An example HQ-tree H(e) for an upper-hemispheric chain C. The d
and m labels are given for each internal Dode, and the 8UCC and preu pointers are denoted
by arrows at the leaves.
define the HQ-tree data structure H(C) as follows. It is a. binary search tree which stores the
vertices of C in its leaf nodes, all of which are a.t the same level in the tree, sorted from left to right
by increasing x-coordinates. For simplicity of expression, for each leaf nade tJ we also let tI denote
the vertex in C associa.ted with this node. With each leaf tI we store two la.bels preu(1)) and 8uee( tI)
which are, respectively, the predecessor and successor points of 1) in C (i.e., preu(Vi) = I./i_l and
succ(u;) == tli+x). If the predecessor (resp., successor) of tI is undefined then we take preu(v) (resp.,
suee(v)) to be nil. For each internal node tI in T we let Desc(II) denote the set of descendant leaves
of IJ. With each internal node II in T we store two labels d(II) and m(II) which are, respectively, the
number of vertices in Desc(lI) and a pointer to the vertex (leaf node) in Desc(lI) with minimum x-
coordinate. (See Figure 2.) These pointers and labels allow for us to perform a variety of operations
on hemispheric chains efficiently in parallel.
In the following lemmas we study some of the properties of HQ-trees. Given two upper-
hemispheric chains C1 and C2 , recall that the common upper tangent of C1 and C2 is the tangent
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Figure 3: The k-way split operation.
right fringe vertices
line T such that none of the vertices of C1 or C2 are above T. The next lemma. shows tha.t HQ-trees
can be used to efficiently .lind the common tangent of two upper-hemispheric chains.
Lemma 2.1: (lB,19!: Given HQ-trees H(ed and H(C2 ), represenh"ng two upper-hemispheric
-- ----c-h-a-ins-C1 and-C2 separtihle -by -a--lJerticarIine;--iije- can Jin-d -Uie-common uPl;er tangent olCI and C2
in O(h) time using a single proceS80r, where h = height(H(CI)) + height(H(C2)).
Proof sketch: The method is based on the binary search method of Overmars and Van Leeuwen
[24] for finding the common upper ta.ngent between two upper-hemispheric chains. The proof
follows from the fact that the binary tree structure of HQ-trees and the labels pred, succ, d, and
m can be used to exactly mimic their binary search method in O(h) time.•
Besides finding common tangents, we also need to be able to split hemispherical chains into
smaller chains as well as being able to concatenate chains together. In the next lemma we show
how to quickly perform a k-way split operation on an HQ-tree. That is, given a hemispheric
chain C represented in some HQ-tree H(C) and k vertical lines, we show how to COIl.9truct HQ-tree
representations of all the hemispheric chains which would be left if we "cut" C by the k lines.
Lemma 2.2: Let H(C) he an HQ-tree representing some hemispheric chain C. Gillen a sorted list
(Xl,X2 ••.• ,Xk) afreal numhers, we can split H(C) into k+ 1 HQ-trees H(Ca), H(Cl ), •••, H(Ck )
such that all the vertices of each C i have x-coordinates in the interval/Xi. Xi+d for i E {O,l,2, ... I k}
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(define Xo = -00 and X.l:+l = +00). Moreover, this construction can be done in O(h) time using
O(k) processors, where h = height(H(C».
Proof: The method is for each processor i E {O,l, ... , k + I} to traverse a root-to-leaf path 11' i in
H(C) by searching for Xi, using the m labels of internal nodes and the x-coordinates of the vertices
pointed to by the m labels to direct the search. A3 it traverses this path it copies every node v
it visits into a new location in memory. It copies all the pointer information stored at v, as well,
unless the pointer points to a child on the left fringe of 1I'i. That is, it copies v and then tests to see
if the next node in 1I'i is lchild(v) or rchild(v). If the next node is lchild(v), then processor i copies
both lchild(v) and rchild(v) into the memory record for the new copy of v. If the next node is
rchild(v), then processor i only copies rchild(v) into the new memory record for v and sets lchild(v)
of this record to nil Once processor i completes this traversal, and reaches the leaf level of H(C),
it then repeats this root-to-leaf search procedure, this time traversing a path 11' i+1 by searching for
Xi+1· In traversing this path it copies all nodes it visits into a new memory location, as it did while
traversing ;tri, except this time it doesn't copy pointers t.o any children on the right fringe. That is,
with each node v it copies it also copies all the pointers stored at v, unless the pointer points to a
child on the right fringe of1l'i+1. (See Figure 3.) Once the processor completes these two traversals
it updates the pred and succ pointers of the first and last elements in the resulting tree, so that the
----p,.ea pomter-foi-tlie--first element and the s~cc poiDier for the last-element are b~th nil. FinalIy;-
processor i backtracks along each of the paths 1I'i and 1I'i+1 updating the m and d labels of internal
nodes along each of these paths, so they are based. only on the elements left in the (copied) tree.
This method clearly takes at most O(hes·ght(H(C)} time using O(k) processors.•
The following lemma shows that we can perform an analogoWl k-way concatenate operation ef-
ficiently in parallel as well. That is, given a collection ofHQ-trees representing hemispherical chains
separated by vertical lines, and such that the concatenation of these chains is itself a hemispherical
chain, then we can efficiently construct in parallel an HQ-tree representing the concatenation of
these chains.
Lemma 2.3: Let H(Cd, H(C?), ."J H(C.l:) be a collection of HQ-trees such that the vertices
in Ci all have x-coordinate less than the vertices in CH1, and the concatenation C of all the
hemispheric chaif18 ClI ... , C.l: £s £tsel/ a hemispher£c chain. Then we can construct an HQ-tree
H(C) representing the concatenated chain C in O(h + logk) time using O(k) processors in the
CREW PRAM model. The resulting tree has he£ght at most h + pogkl, where h is the maximum
height 0/ any H(C;).
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Proof: Let C = G1 EEl Cz EEl ... e CI:-, where A e B denotes the concatenation of two lists. We
construct an HQ-tree H(C) by the following method. We compute the value of h, the maximum
height of any H(G.:), and augment each H(Gi) by repeatedly adding a parent to the root of H(Gi)
until it has height h. We then build a complete binary tree "on top" of the H(Gi)'S (that is, each
leafof this tree is the root of an H(Gi))' (See Figure 4.) If we build this tree in parallellevel-by-Ievel
starting with the leaves associated with each H(Gi ), then it is an easy matter to be assigning the
m and d labels for the new internal nodes as we go. This new HQ-tree clearly has height at most
--flog kl-+-h. T-he-total-time-ig-clearly-O (-h--;.-- log-k) -since we-have--o(k) -pr6c-essors-at- burOisposal:-.
In the next section we give an overview of our triangulation algorithm and in the subsequent
sections we shaw how to implement each of the three decompositions phases efficiently in parallel.
In the remainder of this section we present an overview of our triangulation algorithm.. In the
three sections which follow we present phases 1, 2, and 3 of our algorithm, respectively. In the
first phase we decompose P into polygons which are one-sided and monotone with respect to the
x-axis. We say that a polygon P is one-sided if there is a distinguished. edge s on P such that the
vertices of P are all above (or all below) s (except for the endpoints of the edge). (See Figure 5.80.)
A polygon P is monotone if there is a line L such that each perpendicular of L intersects P in at
most two points. This first phase runs in O(1og n) time using O(nj log n) processors, if we are given
the trapezoidal decomposition, and D(n) processors, otherwise. In the second phase we decompose
each of the one-sided monotone polygons into monotone funnel polygons in parallel. We say that
a polygonal chain is a funnel if its boundary consists of a single edge followed by a convex chain
followed by a single edge foll~ed by another convex chain (see Figure 5.b). This is the most
difficult of the three phases, and the method we use to implement this step utilizes the HQ-tree
data structure as well as the many-way divide-and·conquer technique. This phase runs in O(logn)
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Figure 5: Simple-structure polygons. Figure (a) illustrates a one-sided monotone
polygon and figure (b) illustrates a monotone funnel polygon.
time using O(njlogn) processors. Finally, in the third phase we triangulate each of the funnel
polygons. We show that parallel merging can be used to implement this step in O(log n) time
using O(n/logn) processors. Thus, the entire triangulation computation requires O(logn) time
using O(nj log n) processors, if we are given the trapezoidal decomposition, and O(n) processors,
__o\;herwise. -- -- ----- - -- -- -- -- --
We show how to perform the first phase of our triangulation algorithm in the following section.
3 Decomposition into One-Sided Monotone Polygons
Let P be a simple polygon which may contain holes. (One way to represent P is as a list of vertices
and a list of edge segments joining pairs of vertices.) We assume that for each edge segment s of
P we are given which side of s is in the interior of P. As mentioned above, the first phase in our
triangulation algori\;hm is to decompose Pinto subpolygons which are one-sided and monotone
with respect to the x-axis. The algorithm PHASE-ONE which follows perforlllS this first phase of
our triangulation procedure. Before presenting the algorithm we make the following definitions.
Given a vertex v, we say that the edge segment s is a trapezoidal segment of v if the vertical line
segment from v to s is entirely interior to P (hence, does not cross any other segment of P). We call
the point q on s such that x(q) = x(v) the vertical shadow of q on s. Note that a vertex can have
zero, one, or two vertical shadows. (See Figure 6. The figure illustrates the general trapezoidal
decomposition problem, when the n line segments don't necessarily form a simple polygon.)
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Algorithm PHASE-ONE:
Input: A simple polygon P which may contain holes. For simplicity, we assume that the vertices
in P have distinct x-coordinates. It is straightforward to generalize our results to the general case.
Output: A decomposition of P into one-sided monotone polygons.
Step 1. If we are given the trapezoidal decomposition of PI then skip to Step 2. Otherwise,
construct a. trapezoidal decomposition for P. After performing this construction we will have an
adjacency list; representing the decomposition. That is, we will have a graph G = (V, E) such that
each vertex and vertical shadow is in V and there is an edge between tJ and w in V if tJ and w
are adjacent in the decomposition (ie., there is a line segment in the decomposition which joins
- ---uand -te and contains-no ather-vertices inY)--:-TJiis step can 6-e performed in O(log n) tune using -- ---- ---
O(n) processors [4,19]. Let us continue the discussion assuming this procedure is correct and runs
in these bounds.
Step 2. For each edge segment 8 in P COD.8~ruct a sorted list Va of the vertices of P which have
a vertical shadow on 8, sorted by increasing x-coordinates. Since the trapezoidal decomposition
gives us the adjacencies in v" i.e., the vertical shadows on any segment s form a. simple linked-
list structure in the trapezoidal decomposition, this step can be implemented by a. list-ranking
procedure. :'.fore specificallYI let G' be the subgraph of G which is formed by removing all the
nodes in G which correspond to vertices of P. Then the graph G' is actually just a. collection of
linked list.s (one for every edge segment of P which contains vertical shadows from some vertices).
Thus, we can treat G' as a single linked list (with many of the pointers begin nil) and rank all the
nodes in G', computing for each node 1I E G' the distance from 1I to the nearest nil pointer. This
ranking procedure can be performed in O(log n) time using O(n/ log n) processors by an algorithm
by Cole and Vishkin [13]' since there are O(n) vertical shadows in aU (at most two per vertex).
This will give us for each segment 8 on P and each vertical shadow 1I on s the number of vertical
shadows which precede 1I on s. It is then an easy matter to construct each V" in parallel from this
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Figme 7: A one-sided monotone polygon formed by the decomposition. The
figure shows a polygon P.s for s::::; (tJio'Vio) and V,::::; (tlill ... ,tJis). The edges in P.s but
not in P are shown dotted. Note that the sequence Vio' tli1, Vi'l' .. " tlio is monotone in the
x-dixection.
information in O(logn) time using O(n/logn) processors (using the sequential subsets technique).
Step 3. Let ~ ::::; (tI~.11 tI~,2, . .. ,l}~,".) be the list of vertices constructed in Step 2 for the edge
___segment-s. -Augment-E--by-adding-an-edge-from-tl~;i-to-tl~;Hrif-it-is -not-already-an-edge of-P-;-(See --
Figme T.) We show below that this decomposes P into a collection of one-sided monotone polygons
P,. This step can clearly be performed for all the V~'s in parallel in O(log n) time using O(n/log n)
processors: using the sequential subsets technique.
End of algorithm PHASE-ONE.
We analyze this algorithm in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1: Given a a simple polygon P, which may contain holes, we can decompose Pinto
one.sided monotone polygons in O(1ogn) lime using O(n/logn) processors, if we are given the
trapezoidal decomposition of P, and O(n) processors, otherW1·se, in the CREW PRAM model.
Proof: First, note that the algorithm PHASE-ONE constructs a decomposition. That is, an edge
added to P while performing Step 3 for some edge segment SI may coincide with an edge added for
some edge segment 82. but it will not cut across any other edge. This is because we only add an edge
between two vertices l} and w when l} and w belong to the same trapezoid in the decomposition.
Second, the vertices of V~ are all on the same side of s. because the vertical line segment from any
point in V.s to the segment 8 must be interior to p. and the interior of P can only be on one side
11
of s. Thus, each P, is one-sided. FinallYI each P, is monotone because we sorted the points in V,
by x-coordinate in Step 2.
The complexity bounds for PHASE-ONE follow from observations made above in the discussion.
•
After decomposing P into one-sided monotone polygons, we decompose P further into a collec-
tion of monotone funnel polygons. We describe the method for doing this efficiently in parallel in
the following section.
4 Decomposition into Monotone Funnel Polygons
The second phase of our triangulation algorithm decomposes all the one-sided monotone polygons
P, into monotone funnel polygons in parallel. Since we only have O(n/ logn) processors, we must
first perform an application of the sequential subsets technique. We divide the collection ofpolygons
p. into two groups: (i) those polygons with less than log n vertices and (li) those polygons with
more than logn vertices. Those polygons in group (i) we triangulate sequentially in O(logn)
time [16J and the ones in group (li) we decompose into monotone funnel polygons using the method
described later in this section. Before we describe the general method we must first explain how to
solve the processor assignment problem for the polygons in group (i), .9ince there may be O(n) of
~-_._-- ----- - ---- --------- ----------_..--------------- --~~-----
them. We group all the P,'S with IP,I E [1,2] into groups containing tlogn polygons, all the P,'s
with IP.I E [2,4] into groups of size t log n, all the P,'s with IP,I E [4,8J into groups of size llogn,
and so on, so that each group contains O(Iogn) vertices. This grouping step can be performed in
O(logn) using O(n/logn) processors using an algorithm by Rei! [26] for sorting O(n) integers in
the range [1, log nj. We can then assign a single processor to each group and triangulate all the
polygons in the group sequentially in O(Iogn) time [17J. Since this completes the computation for
these one-sided monotone polygons, for the remainder of this section we assume that each p. has
more than log n vertices.
Since the computation which follows is to be performed for each one-sided monotone polygon P,
in parallel, let us concentrate on the problem of decomposing a single one-sided. monotone polygon
into monotone funnel polygons. To simplify the notation, let N denote the number of vertices
in the original polygon, and let P = (VII V2, •. . ,Vn, VI) be the one-sided monotone polygon which
we wish to decompose, where VnVl is the distinguished edge of P. Without loss of generality, let
us assume that P is monot.one in the x-direction and the vertices not on the distinguished edge
s = tlnVI are all above s. We will show how to decompose P into monotone funnel polygons in
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O(logN) time using O(n/logN) processors.
We define the underside ofa monotone convex chain C to be the region R between C and LH(C).
Note thaI; R need not be connected. We define the topside of C analogously. We decompose Pinto
funnel polygons using the HQ-tree data structure and the many-way divide-and-conquer technique.
This second phase is the most complicated of the three phases. In the recursive algorithm which
follows we show how, given a polygonal chain C monotone with respect to the x-axis. we can
decompose the underside of C (i.e., the regions ofthe plane between C and LH(C)) into monotone
funnel polygons represented implicitly by HQ-trees. We can use HQ-trees in this case because a
monotone funnel polygon is uniquely defined by two hemispheric chains (its left chain and its right
chain). We call this procedure initially with C = (Vl ..!)2 •.•• '!)n). i.e., the polygonal chain formed
by removing the distinguished edge 3 = tlntll from P. Each funnel polygon of the decomposition
is represented by two HQ-b'ees-one for the left convex chain and one for the right convex chain
which define the funnel polygon. We also construct the lower hull LH(C) of C represented by
an HQ-tree H(LH(C)). Since we call the procedure with C = (tll,tl2, ... ,tln). hence LH(C) is
just the line tllVn. one may ask why we need to output a representation of the lower hull of C.
We do this because it may be the case that LH(C) is a non-trivial lower hull in a recursive call.
After the procedure returns we- construct array representations of each funnel polygon from the
I!q-_tree__ r~p~~enta.tiQ.~ __iA._~_P9_st-P';-ocessing step--,------The procedu;,~~ talte~Lan integ~r_p-a.r_<¥I1~J_e.r _
d, which we set to pog Nl. and never change. We will show later that the algorithm PHASE-TWO
presented below runs in O(logn + d + logdlog logn) time using O(n/d) processors in the CREW
PRA...'\{ model. Thus, with d = flog Nl we can implement PHASE-TWO in O(1og N) time using
O(n/logN) processors.
Algorithm PHASE-TWO(C,d):
Input: A polygonal chain C = (tll,V2 •... ,Vn) which is monotone with respect to the x-axis, and
and integer d > o.
Output: .-\.n HQ-tree H(LH(C)) representing the vertices belonging to the lower convex hull of
C. sorted by increasing x-coordinate. and a decomposition of the underside of C (i.e., the region
bounded from above by C and from below by LH(C)) into funnel polygons, each one represented
by two HQ-trees (one for the left convex chain and one for the right convex chain defining the
I=el).
Method: Since the method is rather involved, we first present a high-level description of the algo-
rithm, and then show how to efficiently implement each of its constituent parts.
High-Level Description:
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Step O. If n S; 4d then decompose the polygon into funnel polygons sequentially using a single
processor in Oed) time [171. Also construct the lower hull LH(C) of C and build an HQ-tree of
height pog n1which represents it. Since this completes the algorithm for this ease, we assume for
the remainder oC the algorithm that n > 4d.
Step 1. Divide C into ..;nra subchains ell C21 ..., C..jn/d of size O(v;;d) each, and call
PHASE-TWO(Ci. d) for each Ci in parallel. When the parallel recursive call returns we will have
an HQ-tree H(LH(Ci)) representing the lower hull of C,. for each Cj • We have yet t.o decompose
the r~g~~nJ)...!l~~e.n__th~do~er_hulls retumed..from_the_Iecursive _call.and_the_lower_hull.LH(C-}-of-C _
Let R denote this region. (See Figure 8.)
Step 2. Build a complete binary tree B such that each leaf is associated with one of the Ci's.
For each internal node w in B .lind the common supporting tangent t", between the hulls which are
descendants of lchild(w) and the hulls which are descendants of rchild(w). (See Figure 9.) Let T
denote the set of all tangent lines tw •
Comment. We show below that the t:l/s decompose R into a collection offunnel polygons. That
is, each t", forma the base of a funnel polygon Pm, all of whose vertices are above t",. The remainder
of the algorithm is dedicated to constructing the HQ-trees representing these funnel polygons (two
HQ-trees per funnel).
Step 3. For each LH(Cil construct. the sorted list Xi = (Xl, Xz, ... J X.l:;) of x-coordinates of
all the intersections of LH(Ci ) with tangents in T. Perform a ki-way split of H(LH(Ci)) using
Xi, constructing HQ-trees Hi,O' Hi,2, ".J Hi,J:,.. The vertices in Hi'; all have x-coordinates in the
interval [x;, %;+d.
Step 4. For each HQ-tree Hi,; determine the funnel polygon P", that the vertices of Hi,;
belong to. If the vertices of Hi,; do not belong to any P", (hence are in LH(C)), then we say
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Figure 9: The monotone funnel polygons Pw formed by the decomposition. The
figure illustrates the polygon P'J,j for each internal node wEB. Note that the polygon P3
is simply a. triangle and the polygon P7 is just a line segment.
that Hi,f belongs to P. For each Pw in parallel sort the collection ofHQ-trees defining P w by the
x-coordinates of the vertices they contain. Collect these HQ-trees into two groups: those belonging
to the left convex chain defining Pw and those belonging to the right convex chain defining Pw .
Finally, perform a k-way concatenation of the HQ-trees in each of these two groups, for each P w in
parallel.
End of High Level Description.
We show below that the algorithm PHASE-TWO can be implemented to run in O(log n + d +
log d log log n} time using O(njd'j processors. We consider each of the fOUI high-level steps in tum.
The method for performing Steps a and 1 should be clear from the description given above, so we
begin the discussion with the details for performing Step 2.
Details of Step 2. Recall that at the beginning of this step, we have already divided C
into vnra subchains of size O(v;;d) using vertical dividing lines and recursively called PHASE-
TWO(C j , d) on each subchain Cj in parallel. So at this stage in the algorithm we have an HQ-tree
H(LH(C;)) constructed for each subchain C j , and this HQ-tree represents the lower hull of C j • In
this step we build a complete binary tree B such that ea.c.h leaf i of B is associated with oDe of
the HQ-trees H(LH(Cd). Since there are ..;nra such trees this can clearly be done in O(logn)
time using O(..;"'njJ) processors. For each internal node w in B we let Lw denote the vertical
line separating the polygonal chains which are descendants of lchild(w) and the polygonal chains
which are descendants of rchild(w). The details for the remaining computations for Step 2 follow:
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Figure 10: The tangent lines in Tw' The supporting tangent lines in T fJJ are each
tangent to a. hull in lchild(w) and one in rchild(w). The tangent t w is shown as a solid
line, and the others are shown dotted.
Step 2.1. For each pair (i,j) with i,j E {l,2, ...• ..;n(i1} and i < j pardo
Compute the common supporting tangent ti,; of Ci and C j
using the method of Lemma. 2.1
Step 2.2. For each internal node w in B pardo
Construct the set Tw of all tangents ti,; such
that i E Desc(lchild(w» and j E Desc(rchild(w));
FiDd the tangent t w in Tw which has the lowest
intersection with L 10 of all the tangents in Tw
(See Figure 10)
Note that tv> must be the common supporting tangent of the lower hull of the chains which are
descendants of lchild(w) and the lower hull of the chains which are descendants of rchild(w). This
is because t'fU is chasen to be the "lowest" tangent between Ci and Cj with i E Desc(Ichild(w)) and
j E Desc{rchild{w)).
Analysis of Step 2. We have already noted that constructing the binary tree B can be done in
O(logn) time using O(...;njJ;) processors. Lemma 2.1 implies that Step 2.1 runs in O(h( v'nd)) time
using O(n/d) processors, where hem) is the maximum height of any Hq-tree returned by PHASE-
TWO when passed an m-vertex polygonal chain. Since the essential computation of Step 2.2 is
computing a minimwn of jTwl items for each w in parallel, and there are a total ofO(n/a) items in
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all the Tw's, we can clearly perform this step in O(logn) time using O(n/d} processors. Thus, the
entire Step 2 can be performed in O(logn+ h(..;;i'd)) time using O(n/d} processors in the CREW
PRAJ.'J model.
Before we continue with the details of Steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm PHASE-TWO we show
that the tangents t w partition R, the region between LH(C) and the LH(Ci)'s, into a collection of
funnel polygons.
Lemma 4.1: Let r be the planar subdivision detennined by the region R and the tangents t w . Then
for any tw the face of r immediately above t,., is a funnel polygon.
Proof: Clearly, the claim is true for each node w in B with height(w) = 1, since t w in this case is the
common tangent between two lower-convex chains joined by a single edge. So, consider any node w
with height(w) > 1. Clearly, the face above tv> is a monotone polygon, since C is a monotone chain.
Let P",D be the polygon associated with this face. We can write Pw as (ViI' ... ' l1i;.Vi;+I' •.• ' vik ,l1i t ).
where t Ul = l1il; Vii and l1i;l1i;+l is the edge of C which crosses Lw • Note that the chain (l1i1' .•• , Vi;)
must be convex, since if it were not convex then either one of the Ci's is not convex or.one of the
common tangents t z for some descendant node z is not actually a tangent. Similarly for the chain
(l1i;+-l. .•.• l1il;). Thus, Pw is a funnel polygon.•
Having shown that ea.ch of the tangents tv> determines a funnel polygon P w, we now show how
to construct a representation of each PVJ using HQ·trees. M mentioned above, we will use two
HQ-trees to represent each funnel polygon, one for the left convex chain and one for the right
convex chain determining the funnel.
Details of Step 3. Let T denote the set of all tv.o's computed in Step 2. Recall that in Step 3 we
construct for each Ci the sorted list Xi = (Xl, X2, .•• , Xki) of the x-coordinates of the intersections
of LH(Ci) with the tangents in T, and then perform a kj-way split of the HQ-tree H(LH(Ci)) using
this list. Let X be the set of all (i,x) pairs such that there is a t w that intersects Ci at a vertex
with x-coordinate equal to x. We construct the set X so that it is sorted lexicographically, and
then construct each Xi by a simple parallel prefix computation. Using the method of Lemma 2.2
we split each H(Ci) in parallel using the set Xi as the splitting set of x-coordinates. We let Hi,o.
Hi,l, ..., Hi,k; denote the resulting HQ-trees, where the vertices in Hi,i all have x-coordinates in
the interval [Xi, Xi+1J, where Xo = -00 and Xk;+l = +00. Note that if Xi = xi+l then the HQ-tree
Hi,i contains a single vertex (the vertex V in Ci with X(I1) = Xi). (See Figure 11.)
AnalY8is 01 Step $. We can determine the elements of the list X in 0(1) time using O( ...rnTdJ
processors, and then we can sort those elements lexicographically to construct X in O(logn) time
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Figure 11: The splitting step. Each tangent t w in T is denoted by a dashed line.
using O(...;nrJ) processors [I1J. (We don't actually need as powerful a sorting routine as Cole's [11)
in this case, since we can sort in O(logn) time using O(n/d} processors by applying a simple
"brute-force" sorting scheme.) Once we have constructed X, constructing each X j list can be done
in O(logn) time using O(.;nra) processors by a simple parallel prefix computation, since there are
a total of 2v'fi7d elements in X. By Lemma 2.2 we can perform the kj-way split in O(h( v'n'Cl)) time
using O(k j ) processors. Since there are O(vnr;I) tangents in T, and two split operations performed
for each one, there are a total of O(vnJd) split operations. Thus, we can perform all the splits of
Step 3 in parallel using only O( vnJd) total processors, hence, the entire step can be performed in
O(logn + h(v'nd)) time using O(nl,J) proces'ors.
Details of Step 4. In Step 4 we construct an HQ-tree representation of each funnel polygon
Pw . For each HQ-tree H j ,; in parallel we search the tree B in a leaf-to-root fashion starting with
the lea.f corresponding to Cj. We perform this search to find the first internal node w on this
path such that the tangent t w completely spans the vertices in Hi,i' This is clearly the tangent
which determines the funnel polygon containing the vertices in Hi,i' If there is no such tangent,
then the vertices in Hi,i must belong to LH(C). Let A w be the set of all HQ-trees Hi'; such that
tw is the tangent determining the funnel polygon containing Hi';, We can construct each A w so
that the member HQ-trees are listed by increasing x-coordinates, using a method similar to that
used to construct the Xj lists in Step 3. Divide the HQ-trees in A w into two lists: Aw,l' the ones
with vertices to the left of Lw , and Aw ,2, the ones with vertices to the right of L w . We know
that the concatenation of the vertices in HQ-trees in Aw,l (reap., A w ,2) forms a convex chain, from
Lemma 4.1. We complete the decomposition, then, by concatenating the HQ·trees in Aw,l together,
likewise with the HQ-trees in A w,2, to form a representation of Pw • (See Figure 12.) Using a similar
method we can collect all the Hi,/S not spanned by any tangent line together and concatenate them
to form an HQ-tree H(LH(C)) representing the lower hull LH(C) of C.
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Figure 12: The concatenation step. Edges of Pw which are tangents in T a.re shawn
as dashed lines.
Analysis of Step -t. It should be clear that we can construct each of the sets Aw,l and A w,2
for each wEB in parallel in O(logn) time using a total of O(...;n[(1) processors [11], since there
are O(v'fild) H;,j's (again, we could a~o use the simple "brute-force" sorting method). We can
then. concatenate each of the HQ-trees in the Aw,l'S and Aw,2'S in parallel in O(logn) time using
O(vnJCl) processors, by Lemma 2.3. Thus, the entire step can be performed in O(log n) time using
O(nJrfJ processors. This completes the detailed. description of the- PHASE-TWO algorithm.
We summarize the above discussion in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2: Giaen a polygonal chain C = (VI, V2, . •. ,Un) which is monotone with respect to the
x-axis and an integer d > 0, we can construct an HQ-tree H(LH(C)), representing the lower hull
of C, and a deeompoS1'tion of the underside of C into funnel polygons (each one represented by two
HQ-trees) in O(1ogn + d+ log dlog log n) time using O(nJrfJ processors.
Proof: The correcmess of the PHASE-TWO method follows from the discussion made above.
Let hen) denote the maximum height of any HQ-tree returned by the algorithm PHASE-TWO
when passed an n-venex polygonal chain. Also let T(n) and Pen) denote, respectively, the time
and processor bounds of the procedure PHASE-TWO. We can bound the values of these three
functions by the following recurrence relations:
if n :$; 4d
otherwise
b,d
T(Vnd) + b,(logn + h(Vnd))
h(nl =
T(nl -
{
[lognl
h(Vnd) + flog Vn7Jl
{ if n :$; 4dotherwise
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P(n) _
{ ~axUnjdl, vnJdP(.;nd))
if n :S: 4d
otherwise
where b1 and b: are constants. This implies tha.t hen) ~ 21ogn, that Ten) is Oed + logn +
log dlog logn), and 'hat P(n) is Orrnjdll [19J. This completes the proof.•
Thus, by assigning d = jlog Nl we have that we can perform the PHASE-TWO procedure
in O(log N) time using O(n! log N) processors in the CREW PRAJ.\{ model. We complete the
construction for phase two by constructing an array representation of each funnel polygon P VJ from
"its HQ-tree representation in O(logN) additional time using O(n/logN) processors, using the
method of the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3: We l:4n eon't'ert any HQ-tre.e. H containing m vertices and having height O{log n) 1"nto
a sorted array containing m vertices in O(logn) time using O(m/logn) processors, where m.:S n.
Proof: The method is the following. For each processor i E {o, 1, ... , fm/ log nn we locate the leaf
of H which has rank ifIog n!. using the d label stored at each node in the tree to direct the search.
This takes O(log n) time. We can now for each processor i follow succ pointers from this point to
find the next rlog n1entries in the hemispherical chain (in parallel for each processor i). Thus, we
can compute for each leaf of H how many vertices precede it. Thus we can convert the HQ-tree
representation to an array representation by writing each vertex to its position in the array. This
all can clearly be done in O(logn) time using O(mjlogn) processors" •
Since we perform this computation for each one-sided monotone polygon in parallel, we can
perform this entire phase in O(logN) time using O(NjlogN) processors. Now that we are done
with the description of the second phase, let us go back to our convention of letting n denote the
number of vertices in the oriooinal polygon. We summarize this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4: Given a collection of one-sided monotone polygons P" un"th a total of n vert1"ces,
we can decompose each P, into a collection of monotone funnel polygons P'W in in O(logn) time
us1"ng O(nj log n) processors in the CREW PRAM model} where each monotone funnel polygon P 'W
is represented by two arrays, each listing the vertices of the convex cha1"ns defining P 'W' •
The final phase of our algorithm is to triangulate each of the funnel polygons P w " We present
our method for performing che final phase of our algorithm in the following section.
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5 Decomposition into Triangles
The final phase of our triangulation algorithm. is to decompose all the monotone funnel polygons
P'JJ into triangles in parallel. Since we only have O(nJlogn) processors at our disposal, we must
first penorm an application of the sequential subsets technique. The de~i.ls of this sequential
subsets method are essentially the same as those of the method performed in the previous section.
It allows us to triangulate all the polygons P w with less than logn vertices in O(logn) time using
o(n/ log n) processors. Sa for the remainder of this section we assume that each P w has more than
log n ....ertices.
Let Pw be the monotone funnel polygon which we wish Co triangulate, where t w is the distin-
guished edge of PID " Without loss of generality, let us assume that P is monotone in the x-direction
and the vertices not on t1l) are all above two We will show how to decompose P w into monotone
funnel polygons in O(logn) time using O(n 1l1/logn) processors, where n UJ = IPUJI.
Let A be an array listing the vertices in the left convex chain and let B be an array listing
the vertices in the right convex chain. Merge the lists A and B using the method of Shiloach and
Vishkin [27]. basing comparisons on the distance of the points to the segment s. This can be done
in O(log n) time using O(nw/log n) processors. Augment Pw by adding an edge from each vertex
in A (resp., B) to its predecessor in B (resp., A). This also can be done in O(logn) time using
O(n.,g/log n) processors. We show in the following lemma that this in fact triangulates Pw. (See
Figure 13.)
Lemma 5.1: Suppose we are given a funnel polygon P w un·th base tWI left cha£n A, and r£ght cha£n
B. If we add an edge from each vertex v in A (resp., B) to its predecessor in B (resp., A), where
comparisons are based on the d£Stance of vert£ces to the segment s, then we form a triangulat£on of
Pw.
Proof: Consider any edge e in pw. other than s, with endpoints v and q, Le. e = vq. Without loss
of generality. v and q are in A. Let u (z) be the predecessor of v (q) in B. It is enough to show
that the slice of Pw between vu and wz is triangulated correctly. Without loss of generality. s is
parallel to the z-axis, y(v) < y(w), and the edge e has positive slope. If u = z, then in adding the
edges vu and wz we construct the triangle vuz (See Figure 14.a). On the other hand, If u ::j:. z,
then there must be a chain of vertices (u = Vl.V:z••.. ,vm = z) in Pw such that Y(Vl) < y(v) <
y(vz) < Y(V3) < < y(vm) < y(q) (see Figure 14.b). Thus, in Step 5.2 we will add an edge from
each vertex Vz, , Vrn. to v. Therefore, the portion of Pw between vu and qz consists of the triangle
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Figure 13: Triangulating a monotone funnel polygon.
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Figure 14: The triangulated portion defined by the edge Qq. Figures (a) and
(b) illustrate the two cases for proving that the portion of P w between tlU and qz is
triangulated.
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vqz and a series of triangles VVi+lVi, for i E {I, ... ,m - I} (See Figure 14.b). This completes the
proof.•
This completes the final phase of our triangulation algorithm. We summarize the previous three
sections in the following theorem.:
Theorem 5.2: We can triangulate an n-verte:c simple polygon P 1·n O(log n) t1·me using O(nj log n)
processors in the CREW PRAM model, if we are g1·ven the trapezoidal decomposition of P
J
and this
is opt1·mal. If we are not g1-ven the trapezoidal decomposition of P we can triangulate P in O(logn)
time using O(n) proeessors in the CREW PRAM model, and this is optimal if the polygon is allowed
to contain holes.
Proof: We have already established the correctness and complexity bounds of our triangulation
procedure in the previous tb.ree sections. The first optimality claim follows immediately from the
fact that the algorithm has a linear T P product. The second optimality claim follows from the
proof by Asano, Asano, and Pinter [31 that the problem of triangulating a simple polygon which
may contain holes has a lower bound of n(n log n) (the TP product of our algorithm in this case),
by a linear-time reduction from sorting.•
Our algorithm also implies that a monotone polygon can be triangulated in O(log n) time using
O(nj log n) processor:9, which is optimal. This is because one can form a trapezoidal decomposition
of a monotone polygon P (monotone, say, with respect to the x-axis) by merging the vertices of the
upper chain of P with the vertices of the lower chain of P, basing comparisons on :c-coordinates.
This can be done in O(logn) time using O(njlogn) processors using the algorithm by Shiloach
aDd Vi,hkin [271.
6 Conclusion
We have given an efficient parallel algorithm which triangulates a simple polygon. This algorithm
consists of three phases. 10 the first phase we decompose a simple polygon into a collection of
one-sided polygons monotone with respect to the :c-axis in O(logn) time using O(n) processors
in the CREW PRAM model. If we given a trapezoidal decomposition of the polygon, then this
phase runs in O(logn) time using only O(njlogn) processors. In the second phase we decompose
each one-sided. monotone polygon into a collection of funnel polygons in O(logn) time using O(n)
processors. Finally, in the third phase we triangulate each funnel polygon in O(logn) time using
O(n) processors. Thus, we have shown how to triangulate a simple polygon in O(logn + n lognjp)
time using p processors in the CREW PRA.&\1 model, which is optimal for p ::;: n if we allow for the
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polygon to contain holes, since polygon triangulation has a sequential O(n logn) lower bound [31. If
we are given a uniform trapezoidal decomposition of the polygon as input then we can triangulate
the polygon in O(logn + nip) time using p processors, which is optimal for p ~ njlogn. Our
algorithm. also implies that a monotone polygon can be triangulated in O(logn + njp) time using
p processors, which is optimal for p ~ nflogn.
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